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Your youngsters are 4,5,6 years old. They are just beginning to daven and you want them to enjoy

the ?Siddur experience? ? because you know that if they love it when they are little, they will

appreciate davening more and more as they get older and more m
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Great Siddur for the younger ones in your family or congregation - I serve as Librarian for

Congregation Beth Israel in Malden, MA, and one of my first acquisitions upon accepting the

position was a copy of this prayerbook for review, and 6 more soon afterward. While your young

ones won't be able to follow along throughout a complete service with the Artscroll Children's

Siddur, they not only will find age-appropriate commonly used brachas and prayers, but engaging

illustrations and explanations to capture their attention during services, perhaps helping them to

focus on either davening or learning how to daven, as opposed to running around, fidgeting in their

seats, or leafing through more secular titles. Highly recommended, although I would think the "4 and

up" age-rating is really only relevant when a parent or teacher is working with a child - it seems

more appropriate to gauge it for 6 years olds and up when used by kids on their own (personal

opinion).

As a Jewish dad who has many children , I see prayer as a method to have a close connection to

The Almighty G-d, and is essential in my children's spiritual walk with the the Creator of the

Universe. It is a great tool to get Jewish children in the habit of prayer and is easy to understand.

G-d should always be first in our lives and in our children's lives.



The siddur is beautifully illustrated with big easy to read Hebrew letters and a nice English

translation. unlike any other child siddur I've seen it has commentaries which were I found helpful

myselfas a baal teshuva. my whole family likes this siddur.

I'll admit I am not Jewish and so my knowledge of the culture is limited. I bought this book as a text

for a Jewish liturgy class at a Christian seminary. The professor was a Messianic Jew who worked

with children a great deal, and spent several class periods going through several children's Siddurs

with us, describing his process for teaching them the prayers and davening, and why he chooses

this book over others that there are out there. He finds the language to be applicable to Jewish

children the moment they know how to read, and the informational bubbles to spark some healthy

conversation with the children. I was impressed and wish that the Christian culture had more tools

like this for children.

What a wonderful find for my child, this Children's Siddur. She loves it. At nine years old she opens

it and reads rapidly and sings throughout the whole book. Another plus is that there are

explanations given so as to better understand what the child is reading and why.

This siddur includes so many prayers and is beautifully illustrated. A great first siddur for any Jewish

boy or girl.

Beautiful illustrations, easy to read text. The little extra tips/information bubbles prompt some good

questions from little ones. Excellent addition to our collection and very helpful when it comes to

getting morning/evening prayers done. :)

This siddur is amazing for little ones and older children that are starting to daven. Is is full of colorful

cute pictures and has lots of explanations and interesting facts about prayer and Judaism in

general. I totally recommend it!
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